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Taboo, Grammy Awardâ€“winning performing artist and founding member of the Black Eyed Peas,

shares the inspiring story of his rise from the mean streets of East L.A. to the heights of international

fame. Few bands can ever hope to achieve the sort of global success that the record-breaking

Black Eyed Peas have attained, selling more than 30 million albums since their formation in 1995.

From their album The E.N.D., which debuted at #1 on the Billboard charts, to The Beginning, the

Black Eyed Peas continue to dominate the music scene. The group recently broke the all-time

record for longest successive stay at the #1 position on Billboardâ€™s Hot 100 list, and their song

â€œI Gotta Feelingâ€• became the first single to surpass six million digital downloads in the United

States. But in this revealing autobiographyâ€”the first book to emerge from the groupâ€”founding

member Taboo reminds us that great accomplishments are often rooted in humble beginnings. Born

in East L.A. in an area notorious for street gangs and poverty, Taboo was haunted by that

environment, which seemed certain to shape his destiny. Yet, steered by his dreams to be a

performer and assisted by fate, the young Taboo was thrown a rope when he discovered the world

of hip-hop, where talent and love of the music itself transcended all. Supported by his one true

champion, his grandmother Aurora, Taboo chased his dreams with a relentless tenacity. He refused

to surrender, regardless of what life threw at himâ€” including becoming a father at age eighteen. But

even after the Black Eyed Peas beat seemingly insurmountable odds and achieved stardom, it

wasnâ€™t all Grammys and platinum albums. Taboo delivers a searingly honest account of his

collision with fameâ€™s demons, including his almost career-ending struggle with drug addiction

and alcoholism. He takes us deep into a world few of us can even imagine: a show-business

heaven that became a self-made hell. But inspired by the love of his family and tapping anew into

the wellspring of self-belief that had sustained him in the past, Taboo learns to keep his demons at

bay, his addictions in check. Full of intimate glances into the highest reaches of the music

industryâ€”including a visit to Stingâ€™s castle, hanging out with Bono and U2, and, at forty-one

thousand feet, the high-flyingest karaoke everâ€”Fallinâ€™ Up takes readers on a revealing,

personal journey through stardomâ€”and one manâ€™s triumph over adversity times two.
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When I read the reviews, it seems as most of us, "got it." However, I had to write to reverse the one

comment - when I read what this review said, "Wait until it is on the bottom rack for $2.99)because it

wasn't worth it. What a flippant comment from someone who "seriously", does not get it. Perhaps

they are afraid to truly see what a struggle it is to come up from the depths of dispair, where shame

and abuse run rampant, where day after day is met with slurs, dirty looks, and just plain meanness -

a home life that constantly reinforces, "What makes you so special?" or "Who do you think YOU

ARE? A place where dreams are dashed in moments played out over and over again. Thank God

for his grandmother who believed in him every step of the way. His connection to his grandmother

was his saving grace.You can't take a life of drugs and drink and put it into one short, sweet

chapter. You need to hear the words and breathe along with him of how hard it was to stop the

madness, especially when you don't believe in yourself that you are NOT good enough, and that

you DO NOT deserve this. That message takes years to overcome after it has played in your head

constantly, from a very early age.Frankly I was not expecting too much when I first began reading it

and after the first few pages I found myself thinking, "Boy, this kid can write!" Yes he can, and with

so much honesty, you go right along with him. I thank his grandmother for believing in her "Jimmy",

because she was right all along, long after she had passed to Heaven. The love he has for his

family, expecially his first born, and the lessons he learned along the way made this a remarkable

book.
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